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R ...a and. then you put a ha just as a vowel letter. An this is really

a Lamedh Ha word, but it seems irregular to us be.e¬'q- because it is comparatively

uncommon, ile the .QE*- lamed.h Ha--very-b- verb is a very common ty verb.

but is 4a-- irregular.

E-l7

Now, the word. that we wa have in our book ± here is not ...the last

letter in the word, it is ...e- a.s- Waw at the beginning is always a con

struct ...Waw at the end, is going to be a vowel ....but .e-L the Ha is always

the..unless it is the last letter of the word...But here you don't need. it beuse

you have the wee- vowel after it-so that k you could write this ...instead.

of writin g a shureq, you could. write a simple subject. They don't do that...
they x could do ±± it.
j9 perfectly allright. t is purely,- a matter of . . .e*m-4o custom that

they don't ...the, The only 44 thing is .-rw4a- (repetillon above)

We notice in verse 10--well,in verse 10 there are some interesting parts.

Let's look at verte ten again. You seehere the imperfect --the at- action comes

down. the frequntiitive. And. incidentally, in amsae-, grammars in you. will

find. that the statement that the English present is I run, you run, 1e ru,

we run. They call it a present but they m5al1 it....you could be walking down

to town . T1 ...would be I am going. You say I walk to town, you mean

it ismy custom to walk to town. I You say I am walking to town, is that you.

are now doing it . 1n iglish this queer change takes place-that it requires

.and. what looks lik..very few people know about i but if they d.ont ..in

King James ...in .44ea Simon Peter says I go afishing... it 4q44--$et.v4.

frequntitive --we would say. 4'a-. What are you. de4- doing now, so the King

James often says ...and of course .... I think that probably ...we are constantly

being checked. In every language people are constantly making mistakes, and

4s- these mistakes zcome from a simplifying of the-&na language ...We

say ...Woll, a little child says, He rideth,,,and that would bec...someboay makes
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